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INTRODUCTION TO JOURNAL No 30
We try to have a common theme running through the Journals and when John
Bailey did his research and presented his article ‘Curb your Enthusiasm’ – a
study of the Primitive Methodists and how they were received in Henley, the
subject did not blend with Journal 29 that was dealing with our memories of
the Second World War.
John has been very patient and it is with pleasure that his very interesting article is published at last. We are always very keen to promote the interests and
efforts of our members and will always try to publish where possible.
Many years ago – way back in the 1970s - my neighbour Mrs Lonee Hewitt
began a study of the ecology of Gillotts School grounds to meet the requirements of Berkshire School of Education, but became so involved that she found
herself researching the history of the house. Unfortunately it is impossible to
produce all the graphs and diagrams of her study of the flora and fauna and it
is with a heavy heart that I look ahead and imagine the beautiful grounds that
Lonee studied covered with houses, and I mourn the fate of the magnificent
Giant Redwood once in the copse bordering Peppard Lane which was cut
down last year.
The study of Gillotts ties in with Jackie Fortey’s article on four acres of
Lambridge Wood known as Grims Dyke Wood, which once belonged to Greys
Court Estate and is now owned and studied by Richard and Jackie Fortey.
We as a Group were fortunate to be able to hear Richard explain his work and
discoveries and Jackie also brought along photographs and samples of finds to
our January meeting. For those of you who were unable to attend the meeting
this article will give you an idea of the history of the Wood and the people who
owned it over the centuries and also gives us all a small introduction to
Richard’s book “The Wood for the Trees”.
My grateful thanks to John Whiting especially for taking over this Journal
when I was not able to continue.

Pam Syrett
Chair
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The Lambridge Charity Estate
By Jackie Fortey
Introduction
Lambridge Wood, about a mile and half north-east of Henley on-Thames,
formed part of the Grey’s Court Estate for almost a millennium until it was
sold by the Stapleton family in 1922.1 In 2010, this extensive tract of mature
beech wood was divided into three lots and put up for sale by the Trustees
of Thomas Barlow’s Woodland Settlement. A further sale a year later gave
us the chance to purchase a four-acre plot, known as Grim’s Dyke Wood,
and prompted research into its history and ecology. The results became the
subject of a book, The Wood for the Trees, by Richard Fortey.2 A collection of
documents held by the Oxfordshire History Centre revealed that, although
the wood had remained remarkably intact for centuries, a section had been
cleared by the early eighteenth century. The records provide a detailed
history of a small piece of arable land bordering the northwest side of the
wood, now known as Lambridge Wood Farm, which was managed by a
charity set up for poor relief. This was an example of the parochial and
municipal charities set up from the late sixteenth to the early nineteenth
centuries by benefactors in Oxfordshire to provide help for the poor.3

Bread for the Poor
The will of William Hopkins, Yeoman, dated 26th March 16814, gave £300
to be laid out in land, in the names of the inhabitants of the parish of St
Mary the Virgin, Oxford, to produce yearly rent to distribute bread for the
poor of any Oxford parish, provided that they attended evening service on
Saturdays (Sundays, from 1822). Another bequest of £200 was to benefit the
needy of the parish of Bladon, near Blenheim, where many of the SpencerChurchill family are buried. The land bought with these legacies consisted
of 44 acres at Lambridge, in the parishes of Henley and Rotherfield Greys,
and can be seen from the Fair Mile on the upper slopes above the Smith
Sale of The Grey’s Court Estate, 26 July 1922
Richard Fortey, The Wood for the Trees: The Long View of Nature from a Small Wood
(London 2016).
3 A History of the County of Oxford: Volume 4, the City of Oxford, ed. Alan Crossley and
C R Elrington (London, 1979), pp. 462-475.
4 ORO PAR209/13/9D.
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Centre and the Fair Mile Cemetery (Figs 1 and 2). Two public footpaths
from Lambridge Wood cross these fields and drop down steeply to the
road below, on either side of the cemetery.

Fig 1. View across the Fair Mile to the charity farm land, visible below the
tree line at the top of the picture. Photo © Rob Francis

Fig 2. Plan of Lambridge Farm, 1882. Courtesy Oxford History Centre/ St Mary
the Virgin, Oxford.
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The accounting required of charities has left a more detailed record of the
use and ownership of this cleared land than exists of the wood as a whole.
The beneficiaries of the distribution of bread in the church porch after
divine service were not the poor of Henley, as one might have expected,
but of St Mary’s the Virgin, the University Church in Oxford. William
Hopkins’ will also provided money to repair the chancel and £50 to erect a
marble monument in the church to commemorate his parents. Boards
relating to similar “bread for the poor” charities are displayed on the walls
of St Helen’s parish church at Benson (Fig 3). The income derived from the
land was to be divided between St Mary’s Church (Fig 4) and the parish of
Bladon (Fig 5), near Blenheim, where the money was to be given out at
Easter to “such man servant or maid servant, having lived honestly and
truly in service in the town of Bladon, for the space of three years
together”.5 If there were no suitable applicants in any year, the money
would be used to support an apprentice. The rector, churchwardens and
“overseers of the poor” of Bladon were to distribute the funds.

Fig 3. Example of a notice of benefactors to the poor, St Helen’s church, Benson.
Author’s photo.

Report of Commissioners for inquiry concerning charities and education. Oxford.Vol. 26.
1839.
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Fig 4. The Church of St Mary the Virgin, Oxford. Author’s photo.

Fig 5. St Martin’s Church, Bladon, near Woodstock and the Blenheim Estate,
home of the William Hopkins’ Charity. Photo © Derek Siveter.
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Lease and release
The exact date on which the Hopkins Charity took ownership of the land is
as yet unclear, but the deeds seem to indicate that it was secured before the
end of the seventeenth century. The earliest document in the collection of
the Parish of St Mary the Virgin that relates to Lambridge Wood, dated
1658, is a fragment of two plans6, with a rough outline of the area later
occupied by the farm. In the same year, a 99-year lease was signed between
William Knollis of Grayes, Gentleman, and Thomas Goodinge of “Henly
upon Thames, Gentleman”7 for “part of a wood called Lambridge Wood, in
Henly-on-Thames”, for a rent of £22 a year. From here on, there are a
number of indenture documents relating to the acquisition of the land by
the charity.
In February 1687, following indentures of lease and release between Robert
Say (executor of the will) and Sir Littleton Osbaldeston of Woodstock, with
the Rector of Bladon and four other parishioners or inhabitants of the
parish nominated as feoffees, the will was recited and proved, and the
woods and copses were purchased. A year’s lease between Francis
Heywood of Holywell, gentleman, and Robert Waters, citizen and
freemason of London, was signed in 1696.8 This refers to woodland
“heretofore of Robert Knollys Esq within the manor of Rotherfield Greys in
the County of Oxon.” The yearly rent was two pounds of “lawful money of
England” and included with the woodland were all “Easements, Waters,
Watercourses, Hedges, Ditches, Mounds, Floures, Timbers, Trees, Profits,
Comodies, Advantages, Emoluments, Heriditaments, Appurtenances.”
The process of felling timber and clearing (known as assarting) this parcel
of land appears to have begun early in the eighteenth century. The name of
William Waters, a local timber merchant, appears on a document of 1704,
relating to woodland on Lambridge Hill. An Article of Agreement dated
1707 records that Robert Waters of Henley upon Thames allows Phillip
Seale and William Brookes, both of London, to clear the land and make
charcoal. A consideration of £3 was required “for the roots and runts
grubbed and to be grubbed on the estate called Lambridge”(Fig 6).9

ORO PAR/13/9D/2
ORO F16/13/D12.
8 ORO F16/13/D/2.
9 Article of Agreement, ORO PAR209/13/9D/4
6
7
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Fig 6.
Agreement for
grubbing up
roots and
runts. Courtesy
Oxford History
Centre/ St
Mary the
Virgin, Oxford.

Farm tenancies
The early leases and rent books record the tenants and income of the
Lambridge Charity Estate (Fig 7). In 1735, £11 was received from Mr
Brookes of Henley on Lady Day and divided, with two-fifths going to St
Mary’s, Oxford and three-fifths to the parish of Bladon..10 From time to
time, new feoffees had to be appointed, as they retired or died. In August
1770, James Brooks renewed the lease for “three closes of arable land called
Lambridge” for a rent of £11 per annum, then assigned it for 10 years to
William Mellet the Elder. The rental was fairly low, but crept up gradually.
Fig 7.
Churchwardens’
record of rent
received from
William Brookes.
Courtesy Oxford
History Centre/ St
Mary the Virgin,
Oxford.
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Fig 8. Lease between the feoffees of St Mary’s Parish and William Brookes.
Courtesy Oxford History Centre/ St Mary the Virgin, Oxford.

In 1796, a new lease was signed with John Allen of Henley (Fig 9), for rental
of £15 for the first 10 years and £21 for the subsequent 11 years.11 This
document continues to refer to the fact that the land was “once woods”.
The page size of this indenture is substantial, as is typical of this period,
and allows space for the name of each trustee to be repeated several times.
It provides interesting insights into the composition of the feoffees. Names
range from George Spencer-Churchill, Marquess of Blandford, (later the
Fifth Duke of Marlborough, a notoriously extravagant collector of
antiquities) to the worthy freemen of Oxford, including John Parsons,

11

ORO PAR209/13/9D/10
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mercer, Thomas Pasco, druggist, Thomas Wyatt, baker, William Hayes,
bookbinder, James Costar, tailor, Edward Rusbridge, cordwainer, Thomas
Looker, grocer and William Winter, upholsterer.

Fig 9. Indenture for the lease to John Allen for 21 years, 1796. The wavy (indented)
top edge of this type of document gives it its name. Courtesy Oxford History
Centre/ St Mary the Virgin, Oxford.

Tenancies did not always prove to be profitable. In 1817, George Hewitt, of
Henley-on-Thames acquired the lease for a rent of £25 a year, clear of all
deductions. However, he became bankrupt and was a year behind with his
rent.12 The lease was therefore assigned to Thomas Belcher. One wonders
what happened to the fourpenny loaves due to the poor that year.

Lambridge Farm Cottage
In 1835, the Lambridge Charity Estate was advertised as being for let (Fig
10) and Richard Taylor of Bix Farm wrote to make enquiries. He negotiated
with the land agent in Oxford, in two letters in a fine sloping hand, asking
that a cottage, stable and yard be constructed for a man and his wife, as
only a barn existed on the land, there was no stable and yard, and “as it is

12 Report of Commissioners for inquiry concerning charities and education. Oxford.Vol. 26.
1839.
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situate lonely and surrounded by wood”.13 He suggested that the singlestorey house be constructed in local timber with outside walls of brick and
flint, a tiled roof, a kitchen paved with bricks, a bedroom with a boarded
floor and interior walls plastered throughout. A simple sketch of the
elevation and floor plan by John Carter was provided (Fig 11). The agent
was encouraged to visit, using the Alert Coach from Oxford to Henley,
which passed Taylor’s door at “about eleven o’clock in the morning”. The
outcome was a lease for one year at a peppercorn rent, £20 for the
following twenty years.
Fig 10. Poster
advertising
Charity Land for
rent. Courtesy
Oxford History
Centre/ St Mary
the Virgin,
Oxford.
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Fig 11. Sketch of the
elevation and floor
plan of a single-storey
farmworker’s cottage.
Courtesy Oxford
History Centre/St
Mary the Virgin,
Oxford.

The 1842 tithe map and schedule (Fig 12) for Henley-on-Thames parish
confirms that Richard Taylor still held land described as Little Lambridge,
Great Lambridge, Further Lambridge, and a “homestead and cottage” on
the site of Lambridge Farm (numbers 184, 185, 187, 189). The landowners
are recorded in the schedule as “St Mary’s and Bladon College Trustees”.

Fig 12. Section of the Rotherfield Greys’ tithe map of 1842, showing Lambridge
Farm and its adjoining fields (Little Lambridge is to the west of Great
Lambridge). Courtesy Oxford History Centre.
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Farming
On May 10, 1852, James Champion and Son held an auction of “Superior
Farming & Sporting Stock on Bottom House, Lambridge, and Hawse
Farms” at Bottom House Farm, between Henley and the Bix Turnpike. The
lots reflect the mixed livestock and arable farming that was carried out at
that time. They included 11 healthy carthorses, a brood mare, three
hunters, Berkshire pigs, 139 down ewes “nearly fat”, a variety of
equipment, including “5 two-wheel and Bix hill side or turn wrest
ploughs”, harrows, drilling and winnowing machines, and a “capital dog
cart with sliding bolts, and neat Dennett Gig and Phaeton, with cane back
…”. The sale, claimed the advertisement, was due to the fact that W.H.
Hopkins was leaving the business. The similarity between this name and
that of the charity’s founder appears to have been a coincidence.
Leasing the Charity Estate continued. In 1859, a yeoman, Thomas Holliday,
took it on, with a 10-year lease at £28 a year. This must have terminated
early, because, in 1867, Robert Webb, timber merchant and barge builder of
Steam Saw Mills, Henley, had signed up for 14 years, at the same rent. Two
letters dated 1878 and 1879 reveal that he was prompt with payment.14 This
was not to be the case with the subsequent tenant.

“A castle built in the air”
By 1881, the lease had expired and the future of the small estate was
beginning to look insecure. A bundle of correspondence in the Oxford
History Centre15 includes letters that expressed anxieties about replacing
trustees and others from a tenant, Arthur Pickett, who had been given
notice to leave the “Little Farm”. A letter to the agent reflects the sense of
grievance he felt:
“I trust that my successor will do the land better than I have been able to do
altho’ everyone tells me that I have done it better than it was ever done before
and I know which any books will prove I have spared no expense in the
working of it … I was only thinking a little while ago what I would do for it
after I had got it all settled … but it appears it was not to be so, only a castle
built in the air which has fallen down again.”

Relations between Pickett, the Trustees’ agent and the estate agent
Simmons and Sons became strained. There was a protracted discussion
14
15

ORO PAR209/13/9D/20.
ORO PAR209/13/9D/20.
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about payment for the repairs Pickett had done to the farm. He had also
undertaken to find a new tenant to replace him, and was not having much
success. The Rector of Bladon wrote complaining that the charity had
received no rent for two years. Further demands followed.

Apprenticeships
The Hopkins Charity was not always able to find young people in service
to support in Bladon, but the apprenticeships met with some success. In
February 1834, Emanuel Hutchings the Younger, aged 14, was apprenticed
to William Colegrove of Tackley, shoemaker 16. Several other cordwainers
(makers of new shoes from leather) followed. Other trades included a
tailor, wheelwright and carpenter, cooper, journeyman, and smith and
farrier. When the charity’s fund was later merged with St Mary’s other
parochial charities, the income was “to be used for the poor in various
ways, after £10 had been set aside to apprentice or outfit children for a
trade or for exhibitions at a technical school”.17

Sale of the Charity Estate
By 1882, it had become clear that the situation had become untenable.
Several letters from Arthur Pickett were sent in black-edged envelopes,
perhaps reflecting his increasing desperation, as he sought recompense for
the money he felt he had lost. Due to the steep location, the land was
difficult to farm and no suitable tenant was coming forward. He advised
the Trustees that William Dalziel Mackenzie of Fawley Court had just
bought the adjoining farm and would probably pay an excellent price for
the land. The Charity Commissioners had refused to allow a private sale,
but agreed to authorise sale by auction in May 1882.18
In the same year, the farm was advertised by Simmons and Sons, and was
described in the particulars as:
“A valuable freehold estate, known as Lambridge Farm … consisting of about
42 acres (more or less) of freehold land, together with the cottage and farm
premises situate thereon, the whole forming a most desirable investment, and
admirably adapted as a small sporting estate … it forms a charming site for the
creation of a gentleman’s residence.”

ORO PAR35/5/A5/13.
http://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/oxon/vol4/pp462-475#h3-0002
18 ORO PAR209/13/9D/21.
16
17
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The auction took place at the Catherine Wheel Hotel in Henley and
according to the Oxford Journal “The attendance at the sale was good, and
included many of the principal inhabitants of the town and
neighbourhood”.19 The reserve price was £1300, and the farm was knocked
down to Colonel W D Mackenzie for £1400, which was regarded as “very
satisfactory”. A memo from John Chapman, the Churchwarden of St Mary
the Virgin, noted that the key of the farm was handed to a John Spiers,
Chairman of the Feoffees, and “thence to the auctioneer”. The proceeds of
the sale were to be invested by the charity. After nearly 200 years, the farm
had ceased to be an on-going source of income for the Hopkins charities
and in 1894 the fund was merged with others in the parish of St Mary the
Virgin, Oxford.
Two of the original 44 acres had disappeared on the auction notice. A later
schedule in the collection of the River and Rowing Museum, Henley,
records that about four acres of the Estate now known as Lambridge Farm,
including part of Lambridge Farm Cottage and Buildings, was conveyed
on 28 April 1891 to the Guardians of the Poor of the Union of Henley. 20 This
land is described as being those “closes or enclosures of land formerly
woods and coppices but some time since grubbed up, together with the
Cottage or tenement barn and other buildings…” The field book and maps
prepared for the district valuation of the land in 1910 assess the farm, and
buildings, adjoining field, at a gross value of £970, the buildings at £250, the
timber at £3, fruit trees, fruit bushes and others things growing a £27. This
was less than Mackenzie’s original investment 28 years earlier.21

“Gentleman’s residence”
A “gentleman’s residence” did not materialise on this spot for many years
and the farm was soon to enter a dark episode in its history. Newspaper
reports of the brutal murder a young housekeeper, Kate Dungey, on 8
December 1893 state that this occurred outside “a spot as remote and
lonely as could possibly be found”22 in Lambridge Wood. The house,
named in the press both as Lambridge House or Lambridge Farm23, was
leased from a local landowner by a Mr Henry Joseph Mash, a fruiterer from
Oxford Journal 15 April 1882.
River and Rowing Museum. Collection ref. 2003.133.17.
21 District valuation, 1910.
22 Henley and South Oxfordshire Standard, 15 December 1893.
23 The address recorded in the 1891 census was Lambridge Wood.
19
20
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London. This unsolved crime shook Henley-on-Thames to the core and
was reported in newspapers as far away as New Zealand. The Henley and
South Oxfordshire Standard produced a special evening edition on Monday
11 December and reported record sales. Crowds besieged the newspaper’s
offices and the police had to be called on two occasions. The tragic story is
the subject of a book by local historian Elizabeth Hazeldine.24 Curiously,
accounts of the murder and inquest contain no specific mention of
interviews with the inhabitants an equally remote cottage and barn, tucked
into the woodland fringes nearby.25
Despite its notoriety, Lambridge Farm remained part of the Fawley Estate
for many years. The census of 190126 records that there were two large
families occupying the property. Could there have been more than one
dwelling on the site? The Ordnance Survey maps from the 1880s until 1960
reveal changes in the farm and buildings. By May 1952, when the farm was
up for sale again, it was on the market as two separate lots of just over 44
acres of agricultural land and a small brick and flint “cottage with an
attractive small garden”.27 At that time, the cottage was let to Charles Crew,
who worked as a gardener for the best-selling author Cecil Roberts, owner
of Pilgrim Cottage, Lower Assenden, from the 1930s to the 1950s.28 The
three fields that made up the farmland were all described in the sale
particulars as pasture. Roberts conjures up the view from the window of
his cottage in his book Gone Rambling in 1935: “Southwards, there is
Lambridge Wood that rides level on the summit of a steep green slope, so
steep that I sometimes think the cows will slide down into the cemetery in
the valley.” A planning application in 1961 contains a map that indicating a
ruin on the site of the farm, with another small building nearby. Permission
was given to demolish the existing cottage and build a new farmhouse.
This property has been developed over the years into a substantial house
with a deer park and gated private drive (Fig 13).

The Wilful Murder of Kate Laura Dungey, Elizabeth Hazeldine, 30 September 2016.
There are similarities between this property and contemporary descriptions of the
murder site. It was later was linked anecdotally to the crime by some locals.
26 Names at Lambridge can be confusing. Three properties are recorded in the 1901
census - Lambridge Wood, Lambridge Farm House and Lambridge Cottage.
27 Auction particulars of the Fawley Court Estate, 1952. Historic England Archives.
SB00423.
28 Author of Gone Rustic (1934), Gone Rambling (1935) and Gone Afield (1936), in
which he describes walks from his cottage in Lower Assenden.
24

25
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Fig 13. Lambridge Wood Farm today. Author’s photo.

Conclusion
The circumstances that led the Hopkins’ charity to purchase a piece of
woodland belonging to the Grey’s Court Estate remain unclear. The land
was difficult to farm, did not yield a high rent and is located at some
distance from Oxford and Bladon. Robert Say, Provost of Oriel College,
where Robert Knollys had been a student, was the executor of Hopkins’
will. Knollys bought Grey’s Court from his uncle, William, but died
intestate and was buried in Rotherfield Greys in 1659, at a time when the
Estate was in financial difficulties. In 1688, it was sold to James Paul. The
family’s deteriorating finances and the Oxford University connection may
have prompted the sale. Since then, the ownership of Lambridge Wood has
changed several times, but the woodland itself has survived. William
Hopkins’ headstone in St Martin’s churchyard in Bladon is inscribed with a
sombre message for passers-by:
“Reader upon me cast thine eye
as thou are heare now so was I
but death of me a debt did claime
I paid it, thou must do the same”

However, his generous legacy lasted for over two hundred years.
15

Curb Your Enthusiasm

How the press saw new religious movements in
19th century Henley
By John Bailey

It would be little exaggeration to say that each new denomination or sect that
has arisen from within Christianity in England starts off by being seen as revolutionary, at best a nuisance and at worst irreligious. If it achieves a degree of
success, however, it ultimately becomes accepted as respectable and perceived
as so Middle Class that another new movement has to be founded to reinvigorate the religious life of the nation all over again.
If the new movement holds its meetings in the open air, either because it does
not have the funds to obtain permanent premises or with the idea of bringing
the Church to the people as the people will not come to the Church, the first
step towards that respectability seldom comes before the bulk of its activities
are moved indoors.
Enthusiasm, in something only one step from the root sense of the word, has
frequently been seen as dangerous by the religious establishment. Originally,
of course, it denoted possession by a god. More generally, it came to represent
an approach to religion based on excessive emotionalism, claims to exclusive
spiritual gifts and a rejection of reason in theology
In the earliest days of the Primitive Methodists, their detractors – just about
everyone who was not a Primitive Methodist – labelled them “Ranters” because of their noisy outdoor activities, and they were seldom mentioned in the
secular press other than under that name. Whilst the term was doubtless conceived as an insult, many Primitive Methodists were not too bothered by it.
Later, when the movement had become more acceptable, they were frequently
referred to by the abbreviation “Prims” by friend and foe alike.
Their venture into Henley on 25th October 1836 was probably their first.
At any rate, it was a sufficient novelty as still to be newsworthy. It probably
helped matters that they began with a meeting at the old town hall, rather
than in the street. This must have had the consent of the Borough Council, and
the meeting was “filled to an overflow” according to the Reading Mercury.
The writer may have found it hard to keep a straight face, however, when he
continued: “The details of missionary adventures were quite marvellous; at a
19

village in Gloucestershire, a conjuror was actually converted and the missionary had the pleasure of burning all his cabalistic books.” At least, the report
was not hostile, but, when it ended that a camp meeting would “be held at
Harpsden Green in the course of the ensuing month”, it gave a hint that any
real controversy still lay ahead.1
Camp meetings, something along the lines of outdoor services, met with derision from the general public. And because the services took place outside, the
religious establishment could see and hear that enthusiasm had broken out.
I have next traced the Ranters in Henley some seven months later, when they
held a camp meeting on a Sunday

“…just out of the Town on the Oxford Road. About nine o’clock the procession of men
and women on foot and in vehicles passed through the streets singing hymns; the
day was unpropitious and the attendance of hearers not very numerous. One of the
speakers, apparently a farmer’s man, in a smock frock, said he had known these
dear people seven years, and the more he gave them, the more he received in
return; he had walked 17 miles that morning and the further he travelled the less
tired he felt; he did not wish pull down the Church,2 but he was sorry to see as he
passed through the streets so many people with long beards and dirty faces. In the
evening a meeting was held at a cottage in Friday-street, where four converts were
entered into their fraternity with a good deal of praying and singing. We must add
one of the party did not forget to go round with a hat to collect from the ‘dear
hearer’.”3

The only reference to the Primitive Methodists in the Henley volume of the
Victoria County History is to poorly attended meetings in Friday Street in
1851.4 It must be likely that these were held in the same cottage as mentioned
in 1837.
So far, the Ranters seem to have been held as nothing worse than a curiosity in
Henley. As for the Mercury, without taking the group altogether seriously, its
notices had not been more than moderately hostile, and it does seem that their
reporter had probably been attending the meetings in person rather than
simply relying on hearsay.
Reading Mercury 31/10/1836
i.e. the Established Church
3
Reading Mercury 27/5/1837. The quotation is believed to be correct, but parts of the
microfilmed text are now barely legible.
4
Reading Mercury 27/5/1837. The quotation is believed to be correct, but parts of the
microfilmed text are now barely legible.
1
2
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The degree of tolerance that the Ranters had encountered may have stemmed
from the fact that their camp meetings had been on the edges of the town or
outside it altogether. But when these visits not only became regular events but
began to be held at the very heart of Henley, in the Market Place itself, the
patience of the Mercury’s correspondent (and apparently that of many others)
was close to being exhausted.
He commented

“We mentioned a few months since the circumstances of our being visited by a tribe
of enthusiasts, who, under the name of ‘Ranters,’ are attracting notice by their
vagaries. Since then, we have had weekly visitations from them. On Sunday last a
party consisting of three men, a boy and two or three women, made their appear
ance in the Market-place, and after creating a most discordant noise in an attempt
at psalmody, proceeded to prayer. For the sake of religion and decency, if not to
preserve the quiet of the Sabbath, we do hope the Magistrates will prevent a
repetition of these scenes. It is enough to arouse the indignation of any one to see
an idle and ignorant vagrant, surrounded by the dregs of society, profaning the
sacred scriptures by the mockery of prayer, amidst the jeers and laughter of the
mob. Should a wretched and starving beggar endeavour to induce charity by
attempting to sing in the street, he is compelled, by the police, to desist; then how
much more should these exhibitions be checked, which, to gratify the vanity of
some ignorant fanatic, tend to bring religion itself into contempt.”5

However, the Mercury soon found that it was not only the ranks of the
Primitive Methodists themselves who thought it had now gone too far, for it
received the following letter, which it printed in its next issue:
“MR. EDITOR, - While perusing the Reading Mercury of the 21st inst., the paragraph
contained in the Henley news, respecting the Ranters caught my attention, and to
which I beg briefly to reply. After relating that the individuals (therein styled a Tribe
of Enthusiasts) assembled in the Market Place for the purpose of singing and prayer,
which was most certainly following the example of their Divine Master;
5

Reading Mercury 21/10/1837
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the writer says, he hopes for the sake of Religion and Decency, if not to preserve the
quiet of the Sabbath, the Magistrates will prevent a repetition of these scenes. I ask,
Sir, is this con sistency in a land where we boast so much of freedom and principles
and religious liberty; that an individual shall endeavour to prevent persons
worshipping their Maker and convincing sinners of the necessity of repentance
from sins, merely because their mode of worship differs from his cramped notions
of religion and decency? In the next sentence the writer has outstepped all bounds
both of religion and decency, by advancing the most barefaced falsehoods. Allow
me to say, instead of the Ranters being “idle vagabonds,” I believe there are few
persons who toil more, and endure greater hardships than they do. The miles they
walk in all weather, enduring hunger and fatigue with patience, and not for any
worldly, or self interested motives, or love of lucre; are convincing proofs of their
earnestness in the good cause. Holy Writ declares that God hath chosen the weak
things of the world to confound the wise. Therefore, although the Ranters may not
boast of a College education, yet they are doubly blessed in the knowledge of the
Scriptures. As for the dregs of society they were said to be surrounded by,
I attribute this expression as well as the whole paragraph to the uncharitable dispo
sition of the writ6er of it. However I am convinced that the Henley Magistrates are
too wise to attend to the wish of this narrow-minded individual, and will not inter
fere with those, who instead of being disturbers of the Peace, ought rather to be
styled Peace makers. I beg to add, although I am not a member of the Primitive
Methodists, I took up the paragraph in question because I considered they had
been unjustly censured. Fearing I have trespassed too much on your valuable time,
and the limits of your Paper, I beg to subscribe myself,
AN ADVOCATE FOR TRUTH. Reading, October 25th 1837” 6

Full marks to the Mercury for printing the letter, but it was certainly not going
to let the writer have the last word. Its aim of returning to the attack was
made easier because the Ranters had again come to Henley only a few days
after their previous visit, so in its same issue its Henley correspondent – like
an Advocate for Truth anonymous of course – returned to the fray, writing:
“On Tuesday evening, the Ranters again made their appearance in the Marketplace, and began singing, chanting and preaching most inharmoniously and
incoherently, when to make confusion worse confounded, the town crier came up
with his bell to announce the arrival of ‘fresh herrings nine a shilling, to be sold at
the Three Tuns door,’ this, together with the boys firing off squibs and crackers7

Reading Mercury 28/10/1837
These events took place on 24 October, and I feel impelled to note that the anticipation of Guy Fawkes’ Day is obviously nothing new.
6
7
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and the hooting and hissing of the collected assemblage compelled these itinerant
enthusiasts to adjourn to the house of a disciple at the suburbs of the town,
followed by a mob, where we should recommend them in future to confine their
vagaries, and no more attempt to identify any form of religion with indecency, or
irritate the feelings of the more seriously disposed portion of the community.”8

Perhaps the Ranters took notice of this warning and conducted their future activities in “the suburbs”, for I have been unable to find references to them for a
long time after that. However, both before and after their advent in
Henley, there are examples to prove their reception was little different from
that afforded to members of other new religious movements when they first
came to the town. At least, they did not have offal thrown at them as did
Ambrose Rigge, the first Quaker to have preached in the town (in 1658) – in
the Market Place it is worth noting.9
Fifty-two years after the Ranters’ first appearance, there was little difference in
the welcome meted out by the local press to the Salvation Army, then very
much in its infancy.10 The Henley Advertiser commented:
“SALVATION ARMY - Henley was invaded on Monday last by about 150 of the
above. This is the first time Henley has been subjected to the incursion of this noisy
sect, and it is sincerely to be hoped the visit will not be repeated.”11

William Booth had been a minister in the Methodist New Connexion before
founding the Salvation Army, and its practices and, initially at least, its theology had much in common with those of the Prims. But within a comparatively
short time, the Army became much more generally acceptable – and, indeed,
liked, though not so often followed. It is clear from references in the Henley
Chronicle and the Henley and South Oxfordshire Standard in 1907 that, prior to
that date, at least one ultimately unsuccessful attempt had been made to give
the Army a permanent presence in the town.12 Now they were having another
try, and services would be held in the Victoria Hall not only on Sundays but
on each evening in the week. The band of the Reading Corps paraded through
the town before the opening ceremony, and there was “a large attendance”13
Reading Mercury 28/10/1837
Quakers in Henley 1658-2008, by Michael Melford (Henley, 2010) p14
10
There is no mention of their presence in Henley in the Victoria County History.
11
Henley Advertiser 13/6/1888
12
Henley Chronicle 12/7/1907, Henley & South Oxfordshire Standard 12/7/1907
13
Henley Chronicle 19/7/1907
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at the hall. This was soon being referred to as “the Salvation Army Hall”14,
suggesting perhaps that a formal tenancy had been entered into. Even so, it
was presumably because the hall was not large enough that a lecture on missionary work in India promoted by the Army was held in the Wesleyan
Church in Duke Street. Alderman Clements15 was in the chair and said
“he was glad to give his support to the splendid work the Salvation Army was
doing. He felt pleased they had re-opened their work in Henley16, and hoped the
future of the Army would be productive of much good in Henley.”

It all augured well, but once again the denomination’s success was shortlived. By 1911, Kelly’s Directory showed the Victoria Hall simply as under the
proprietorship of William Hamilton, just as it had four years earlier just before
the Army’s arrival.
The Salvation Army has not now had a place of worship here for many years,
and, while the Society of Friends is still with us in the town, the Primitive
Methodists seem, as an organised body, to have gradually faded away. Nationally, they joined with the Wesleyan Methodists and the United Methodists
to form one church in 1931.
It was not so much the theologies as the methods of the Salvationists and the
Ranters to which the local papers, and doubtless a fair proportion of their
readers, took exception, in much the same way as many people today reject
the Jehovah’s Witnesses because they dislike having their privacy invaded as
much as because of what they actually teach.

e.g. Henley & South Oxfordshire Standard 8/11/1907
This was Charles Clements, the chief antagonist of William Wing in the events of 26
years earlier described in the article on Wing in Journal No 27.
16
Henley Chronicle 6/9/1907
14

15
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Gillotts House - Lonee Hewitt

The town of Henley is situated on the North bank of the Thames, under the
shelter of a spur of the Chiltern Hills which commence near Goring and run
through the Southern part of the county of Oxford to Chinnor in a North-Easterly direction, where they pursue their course through Buckinghamshire to
Tring. Henley is in latitude 51°-34’ North, longitude 0°.46’ West, in the
Hundred of Binfield, in the County of Oxfordshire.
The River Thames divides the counties of Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire
from Berkshire. So closely do these counties meet that ten minutes walk will
place you in each. In Emily Climenson’s book, “A Guide to Henley on
Thames”, there is a poem which aptly describes this:
“Low in a vale, by woods’ crowed height o’er hung,
Where fir, and larch, and beech are careless flung,
With silver Thames slow rolling at her feet,
Lies Henley, contemplation’s calm retreat.
Bid your postillion roll the whirling wheel,
Where Oxford, Bucks, and Berks their bounds reveal,
For there lies Henley. If the heart be right,
Its loveliness will yield unmixed delight.”
Few towns of its size have so many roads converging to it, and such a
variety of field-paths. There are no less than eight roads leading out of it,
most of them providing pleasant and picturesque walks. One pleasant walk,
which is described in the book mentioned (published in 1896), starts:
“Go up Grey’s Lane on a field-path that leads you under Rotherfield Court,
which ascends to a road by Gillotts, cross this to the end of Gillotts wall, along
a hundred yards or so of road, and through the wood to Harpsden”
It is interesting to note that part of the “field-path” mentioned is now a busy
thoroughfare, but parts still remains as a bridle way and is mentioned in the
Chiltern Society Map of Footpaths, (Map I), and is re-named Peppard Lane.
For the background to Gillotts itself, however, we must go further back than
1896 - to the maps commencing in the eighteenth century. The earliest available map of the area is that of South Oxfordshire for 1780.
This is of a large enough scale to show a building on the Gillotts’ site, though
no title is shown.
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It is believed that at some time the building at Gillotts was completely
destroyed by fire. as the 1793/94 map shows the plot without a building, the
fire could perhaps have taken place during the period between the production
of these two maps.
My researches into the history of Gillott’s. House have been difficult, and at
one stage, I decided it must surely be the most undocumented house in
Oxfordshire.
The oldest record which could be found was in the Awards to the Tithe Map of
1839, dated 7th December, 1839, which showed the Landowner to be William
Hodges, Trustee Charles Green, and the Occupier John Sedgwick, with a
description of the property given as “House and Garden”.
Gillott’s House is not in the Ministry of Housing and Local Government list of
“Buildings of Special Architectural or Historical Interest”, though according to
a Report made prior to its purchase by Oxfordshire County Council in 1947,
the house was originally a small Elizabethan farm house, to which additions
had been made at various periods.
In the book “This Glorious Henley”, by George H. Peters, there is mention that
- “Alderman Sir W. Anker Simmons, K.B.E., who was Mayor of Henley on four
occasions and received the Freedom of the Borough in 1921, died in 1927. In
1919, he described the Henley he knew when he came in 1869, at the age of
twelve. ‘… There was no separate Commissioner of Police, the staff of which,
if I remember rightly, consisted of a Superintendent, a Sergeant and one
Constable, who were under the control of the County Bench, the Chairman of
which was Mr. Wilson, who lived at Gillott’s House…..’”
Gillott’s House stood in the parish of Rotherfield Peppard at this time, though
the boundaries subsequently changed and it is now in the parish of Harspden.
Rotherfield Peppard Ecclesiastical Parish Records for 1878 show the registration of Baptism for “Kathleen Helen, daughter of William Dalziel and Mary
Anna MacKenzie, of Gillott’s House”, on November 15th of that year. Mr. W.
D. MacKenzie is described as a “Gentleman”, and the Reverend H. F. Berkley
Portman officiated.
In the “Bibliography of Printed Works relating to Oxfordshire” by Cordeaux
and Merry, Gillotts is shown as follows:
21st September, 1906 - Rotherfield Peppard 3449 Auction Catalogue:
Gillott’s Estate and House - G. A. Oxon. b90 (17).
From the Conditions of Sale appertaining, an extract shows that there was an
Indenture of Settlement dated 29th August, 1864, made between John Fowden
Hodge, Henry Hodges, the Reverend John Johnson Hodges and John
Woodcock.
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Owing to the poor quality of the documents, it was not possible to photostat
any copies of these, nor to trace the outcome of the Auction Sale which took
place on that date. Though there is no available documentation, it is most
probable that the house, prior to 1919, was occupied by Miss Maud Jeanette
MacKenzie. This information was obtained from the niece of this lady, Miss M.
MacKenzie who is at present residing at Fawley Court. Miss M. MacKenzie
used to visit her Great Aunt Maud at Gillott’s House and her memories of the
house are that she visited it quite often, almost every day she recalled the doorways, panellings, and halls as very low and dark, that the rhododendrons
came right up to the doorways, and that beyond the Ha-ha, her Aunt kept
goats and ducks. Miss MacKenzie related that their daily walk with their
Nanny would be from Gillott’s House, along Grey’s Road, to meet the children
from the Herne’s estate, with their Nanny. It all sounded a very peaceful and
pastoral existence.
I contacted Captain E. C. Bayldon, R. N, son of Commander R. G.
Bayldon (a previous owner of Gillott’s House), and now residing in Totnes,
Devon. Although his Mother is still alive, she is old and unable to
remember details about Gillotts. Captain Bayldon did know that his
parents had bought Gillotts about 1919 and that it had been occupied “by an
old couple” prior to that time. Apparently, there had been little done to the
house in their last years and the grounds and garden were very over grown,
with laurels and rhododendrons growing (as described by Miss MacKenzie)
right up to the house. Mrs. Bayldon was a very keen gardener and the
Bayldon family reorganised and expanded the gardens during the 1920s.
They also modernised the interior of the house and made alterations to the exterior, such as adding the loggia and mullioned windows on the East and
South sides. Captain Bayldon enclosed four negatives of Gillotts House taken
in 1947, with his letter to me, from which I was able to reproduce pictures.
These are shown with 1971 pictures taken by me, from the same angles.
(Plates A to D).

PLATE A Across the lawn from the North East 1947.
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PLATE B: In 1971)

After the Bayldon family left Gillott’s house, which was at some time during
the Second World War, it was turned into a Convalescent Home for the
Armed Forces, reputedly for non-commissioned Officers. The Bayldon family still owned the house, but they had moved to Harpsden, their furniture
being stored in a large outhouse at Gillotts.

PLATE C: From the South (1947)

PLATE C: From the South (1971)

The house was purchased by the Oxfordshire County Council in 1947 from
Commander R. G. Bayldon, who had purchased it in 1919 from the
landowner, George Shorland. The Conveyance of 1919 is the oldest deed for
this property in the possession of the County Council and shows:

“1919 - George Shorland, Sheephouse Farm, Henley; Selling.
R. Corbett Bayldon, Harpsden Heights, Henley,
43 Commander Royal Navy; Purchasing.”
In 1950, Gillott’s House was opened as a Girls’ Technical School, under the Headship
of Miss Barford, with an intake of 25 girls. There was a boarding wing for 30 girls,
and after 10 years the numbers had risen to between 75 and 80 girls. The girls were
mostly the “brighter” or “top” girls from other schools; they had a choice of two
courses - a Commercial course, providing a general office routine, and a Nursing
course - Biology, Cookery, Nutrition, etc.

Plate E The house before demolition of the porch
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1960, the school closed as a “Girl Only” school. It was amalgamated with Henley Secondary Modern School (which had been housed previously at the Technical College,
Gravel Hill), It retained the name of Gillotts, and still took boarders until 1966, when
the boarding wing (Thorne House) closed as such and was used thereafter for music,
typing, and as a Resources Centre.
Between September 1960 and 1961, part of the house was demolished, though a large
part of the original house was retained. (See Plates E, F, G, H, I). The first intention was
to convert the older part of the building into a library, but lack of suitable foundations
made it unsafe to do so. The fact that this house may have once been a farmhouse
could be substantiated here. It was reputed that the older part of the structure had been
constructed by the original owner’s farm labourers - hence no damp course and proper
foundations.

Plate F The porch before demolition.

An amusing tale was told to me by one of the staff, present at the time of the
demolition of the porch, is - “…. We were having a staff meeting in the room
with the painted ceiling, without proper light or heating - and it was raining
hard outside. While the meeting was taking place, the builder knocked down
the porch shown in the photograph, forgetting that the rain from the roof came
down the drainpipes, meeting that porch. When we came from the staffroom,
the remains of the old hall was flooded to a depth of about two feet The ladies
were rescued by the male staff, who found planks to take us to the remains of
the front door

Plate G The Library during construction.
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“The room with the painted ceiling” has been mentioned several times in conversations with local Henley inhabitants. This beautifully painted ceiling with
wall frescoes, was quite a feature in the room which is the present-day staff
room. In 1962, the ceiling was covered with paper and overpainted. I have
been unable to discover the name of the painter of the original, but have
ascertained that it was a local man.
Prior to the alterations of Oxfordshire County Council, there were two deep
wells in the grounds at Gillotts. They have since been filled in to enable
further extensions to the school. They were not indicated on any of the
Ordnance Survey maps of the area, but I have been marked their position on
Map X. Their situations were described to me by Miss Moyes who is one of
the staff of Gillott’s school, and who was on the staff when the School was a
Girl’s School. “One is under the new entrance to the old building in the long
corridor. This is the one that the late Headmaster, Mr. R. W. Pritchard nearly
slipped down one night when surveying the progress of the new buildings.”
“Another well is now under the foundations of the library, also filled in with
rubble, as was the other well” Marked Well 1 and Well 2.

All old houses have their ghosts and Gillotts is no exception. An old Henley
inhabitant, whose brother worked at Gillotts at the time the Bayldon family
lived there, suggests the origin of the “haunting” tale comes from the story
that a butler hung himself in one of the rooms in the older part of the house.
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Though this room was re-opened after many years, and was in that part of the
house subsequently demolished, it did not quell the further rumour that the
butler had murdered the cook in that room.
It is thought that the first pupils of the school probably heard local gossip
associated with these tales, and there the myth (if, indeed, it is a myth) started.
Even so, there are still many tales that a ghost has been seen walking inGillott’s House.

All houses wherein men have lived and died
Are haunted houses. Through the open doors
The harmless phantoms on their errands glide,
With feet that make no sound upon the floor.
“Haunted House” : Henry W. Longfellow
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Plates H and I 1960 - The new buildings.
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Henley-on-Thames Archæological & HistoricalGroup

Activities
In addition to Lectures the group undertakes the following activities
Building Records
Visiting and recording buildings of historical interest using photos,
measurements and drawings and where possibledocumentary
research to reconstruct the background of the building.
Archæological Excavation & Field Work
Undertaken whenever suitable sites are available in cooperation with professional archaeologists and often in collaboration with other groups
Outings
Usually several a year to towns or places of interest, often with a guided tour.
Documentary Records
Transcribing, cataloguing and analysis of documents.
Newsletters
Published several times per year with updates of
activities and news of events.
Journal
Our journal, which is circulated to major libraries, is published whenever
sufficient items of research or articles of interest have been assembled.

For all those in Henley and the surrounding area interested in
Archaeological, Architectural and Historical Research

Editor: John Whiting
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For email contact go to:
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